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User technology and Pointing devices

● The Physical Interface 
● The Cognitive Interface
● The Conceptual Interface
● The Task Interface

“Understand The Personal part of personal workstations” --(Stuart & Thomas)



The Physical Interface: Pointing



Click MeClick MeClick Me



Fitt’s Law

ID = log2(D/W)

ID: Index of Difficulty

D: Distance

W: Width



Example

● Distance = 100 pixels, Target Width = 50 pixels

● Distance = 200 pixels, Target Width = 100 pixels

ID = log ((2*100)/50) = 0.60

ID = log ((2*200)/100) = 0.60

100 px
50 px

200 px

100 px



Which pointing device is better? 



Time for Demo! 

Demo-> https://guardado.github.io/FittsLaw_CSE216/

Which one is Better?

https://guardado.github.io/FittsLaw_CSE216/
https://guardado.github.io/FittsLaw_CSE216/


Results on increasing Target:

Distance Size Error 



What’s the advantage of the pointing 
stick? . 



Fitt’s law

T = a + b ( ID + 1)

T= a+b log (D / S + c)
T : Time to complete the movement.
a and b: constants that depend on the choice of input device and are usually 
determined empirically by regression analysis.



Bits of different devices.



Where else you can find Fitts’s Law? . 





Can you think of scenarios that don’t 
fully obey Fitts’s Law? . 



Fitt’s Law: Worth Noting

Infinity Edge



Fitt’s Law: Worth Noting

Physical vs Virtual Pointing



Fitt’s Law: Limitations?

It’s Made of Lines



The Cognitive Interface: Cognitive 
Skills



Which text editor is better?

No selection available. Selection available.

How long will take the user to edit a text?

What are the methods the user will choose to edit 
the text?



The Human Lag....

The Model Human Processor

Sense: Perceptual Processor 

Think:  Cognitive Processor

Act:      Motor Processor

Bounded rationality - “Users acts are limited by 
their knowledge and processing ability.” 



GOMS What will the user do?

  “Cognitive Skills”
(Previous Experience)

- Familiar Goals

- Skills you can do (Operators)

- Repertory of Methods you have 
use before. 

- Selection of Methods



Keystroke-Level Model   

Only Operations and Methods part of (GOMS). 

● You can Evaluate Time of 
different Methods. 

● Keystrokes and Mouse Time 
are constants

● Intended for Designers.



Keystroke-level model predictions vs Observed Times 

“Several schemes for selecting text in the Star text editor were proposed” -- (Stuart & Thomas)



Working Memory Load and Unit Task

- User divides tasks into smaller tasks 
called “Unit-tasks”

- User performance is degraded as the 
Working Memory Load increases.



The Conceptual Interface: Mental 
Models.



Mental Models

User model vs intended user model? Examples?

“I think AI is an area where user model and intended user model differ very much. Nowadays AI and ML 
are used like buzzwords, they're present in almost every single system one could imagine - so much 
that companies are now taking advantage of this fact. I as a company could say that my washing 
machine is AI powered and it washes the clothes using super smart algorithms. An example "intended" 
user model here could probably be to create a feeling of smart power utilization. Instead, mental model 
a layman could formulate would be that the machine is self sufficient and an all-knowing beast in the 
cloth washing department.” --- Tushar Koul

“One example I can give to elaborate the topic is the Toyota 
Prius gear shifts. the gear shift, the parking button is on the 
dashboard of the car instead of the stick. The designer’s model 
(intended user model) would be that the user clicks that button 
to park the car. However, someone who is new to prius but has 
been driving since a long time will expect the parking mode to 
be on the gear shift.” --- Rahul Ramath



Solving Math Problems with a calculator

“Keep designs simple, consistent, and clear enough for users to grasp” -- 
(Stuart & Thomas)



The Task Interface: Pondering 
Ideas.



Pondering Ideas : Idea Browsing 

“Aid users in structuring and Manipulating ideas”

Limitations of  "NoteCards" system vs the Experimental Dandelris browser?.



The Word-Gesture Keyboard



How did we get here?
Keyboard Types

Physical Keyboards Handwriting Recognition Voice Recognition Virtual Keyboards



How did we get here?
Montgomery's keyboard

● Make use of the ability to use a continuous stroke instead of just a striking 
key gesture.



How did we get here?
The Metropolis Keyboard (2000)

- Use Fitts-Digraph-Energy - Optimization: Metropolis algorithm 



Considerations/Factors for text-entry methods

● Speed

● Cognitive load

● Ease of developing proficiency



Word-Gesture Keyboard:
What is it? 

Features a qwerty keyboard but instead of having to tap 
every character to enter a word the user ‘swipes’ a finger 
or stylus across the characters of the word.



Word-Gesture Keyboard: How does it work?



Word-Gesture Keyboard: How does it work?



Word-Gesture Keyboard: How does it work?

Total time to write word W



Considerations/Factors for text-entry methods

● Speed

● Cognitive load/Ease of use

● Developing proficiency/Ease to efficiency



Little tweaks / Novel Functions 

● Command Strokes

● Case Key

● Auto ending/spacing



Given the success of gesture-based keyboards and 
that of eye-tracking as an input method - 
could combining the two provide a superior text 
input system? Why? Why not?



Thank You


